












- PRIMARILY THE HIGHER ORBITS
= 2000 KM p+
= GEOSYNC e-
• CONSEQUENCES
- POLYMERS: CROSS-LINKING, SCISSION
= EMBRITTLEMENT
= MOOULUS CHANGES
= COEFFICIENT OF EXPANSION
- OPTICS: DISLOCATIONS, IONIZATION
= DISCOLORATION









• NEW MATERIALS--NO SPACE EXPERIENCE
POOR CORRELATION (QUANTITATIVE) BETWEEN THEORY AND LAB EXPERIENCE
FACTORS OF 2-5 SEU
NO QUANTITATIVE AGREEMENT LATCHUP/BURNOUT
DOSE/ANNEALING, TEST DATA ONLY
BATCH PROPERTIES
PREDICTABILITY OF LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE
• QUALITATIVE ESTIMATES ONLY
SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS ONLY GUESSED AT
AT THIS POINT, IT IS PROBABLY NOT POSSIBLE TO PREDICT A GIVEN DESIGN WILL




- IN GENERAL, YES
- BEING CLOSED DOWN
• ADEQUACY








- FOR DEVELOPMENT/TEST OF THEORY










• NO LAB FACILITIES, PER SE
- FOR DEVELOPMENT/TEST OF THEORY





• SPACE EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS
- HIGHER ORBIT THAN SHUI-I'LE
LONGER DURATIONS THAN SHUTTLE
- A NEED FOR RECOVERY
• PRIORITY
- CAN IDENTIFY GENERIC TYPES
(E.G., LDEF - FOL LOW-ON)
CAN IDENTIFY LOCATIONS AND DURATIONS FOR SOME
FUTURE WORK/ADVANCES IN ELECTRONICS AND MATERIALS WILL BE THE DRIVER
568
